Abstract: This study focuses on the problem of attack quantification in distribution automation systems (DASs) and proposes a quantitative model of attacks based on the common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) and attack trees (ATs) to conduct a quantitative and systematic evaluation of attacks on a DAS. In the DAS security architecture, AT nodes are traversed and used to represent the attack path. The CVSS is used to quantify the attack sequence, which is the leaf node in an AT. This paper proposes a method to calculate each attack path probability and find the maximum attack path probability in DASs based on attacker behavior. The AT model is suitable for DAS hierarchical features in architecture. The experimental results show that the proposed model can reduce the influence of subjective factors on attack quantification, improve the probability of predicting attacks on the DASs, generate attack paths, better identify attack characteristics, and determine the attack path and quantification probability. The quantitative results of the model's evaluation can find the most vulnerable component of a DAS and provide an important reference for developing targeted defensive measures in DASs.
Introduction

Motivations
The expansion of the construction scale of distribution automation systems (DASs) and the increasing demand for their application have increased the risk of cyber and physical attacks on these systems. On 7 March 2019, Venezuela's power grid system experienced deliberate destruction [1] . Large-scale blackouts occurred in most parts of Venezuela, including its capital, Caracas, which experienced blackouts for more than 24 h. At one point, 20 of Venezuela's 23 states experienced blackouts, which seriously affected their infrastructure. In 2015, a sophisticated cyberattack targeted Ukraine's power grid and caused power outages over a wide area [2] . This highlights the importance of investment in securing power distribution grids against intruders [3] . Similarly, the overall safety of Chinese DASs must be improved, given the increasing demand for distribution network security [4] . At present, attack quantification in DASs at home and abroad remains in its infancy. DASs have high complexity and poor flexibility and lack a mature method for the quantitative evaluation of attacks on them [5] [6] [7] . Thus, ensuring DAS security has become a key challenge in the industry. To avoid disasters, defensive measures can be applied in advance through a reasonable quantitative evaluation of attacks and an evaluation of the probability of an attack on each part of a DAS [8] . Simultaneously,
Main Contributions
To summarize, although a number of studies have developed measures to quantify system risks or attacks, they insufficiently describe attack behavior or attack paths. These measures are affected by subjective factors, which are unsuitable for attack quantification of distribution automation systems.
To solve these problems, we propose a modeling method for quantifying attacks on DASs based on common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) and ATs form the perspective of the attacker's behavior. The proposed node attack probability quantification algorithm combined with the CVSS has favorable expansibility. This algorithm can improve the probability of predicting attacks on DASs, generate attack paths, and discover the latest protection component.
To our knowledge, this study is the first to use the AT to quantify the probability of attacks in DASs, which is systematic and quantitative evaluation of attacks in DASs. The main contributions are as follows.
• First, a DAS security architecture is developed on the basis of the functional characteristics and security protection requirements of DASs. This architecture provides an intuitive view of the security components of a DAS, which can help system designers have a clear understanding of the path to possible cyber-attacks and physical-attacks.
• Second, a DAS attack quantification model was established by forming a set of complete attack processes and paths based on attacker behavior, which can help DAS security practitioners to find the system components that should be defended, helping penetration testers to deploy targeted and focused attacks.
• Third, a quantification algorithm for attack probability based on an AT and the CVSS was proposed. This algorithm reduces the influence of the subjective factors in the process for quantifying attacks in traditional approaches and improves the accuracy of attack prediction. The efficacy of the model was evaluated by introducing the environmental characteristics of the DAS.
The experimental results show that the proposed model can predict the risk of attack that the DAS faces. The results of the model's evaluation verify feasibility, effectiveness of the proposed scheme and provide an important reference for the development of targeted defensive measures for DASs. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed design of the DAS security architecture. The quantitative model of attacks on DAS based on CVSS and ATs is described in Section 3. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Design of the DAS Security Architecture
DASs have the characteristics of a large number of terminals, high complexity architecture, poor flexibility, and require strict protection against both network attacks and physical attacks [14] . A DAS security architecture was developed on the basis of the functional characteristics and security protection requirements of DASs. It is shown in Figure 1 .
The experimental results show that the proposed model can predict the risk of attack that the DAS faces. The results of the model's evaluation verify feasibility, effectiveness of the proposed scheme and provide an important reference for the development of targeted defensive measures for DASs.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed design of the DAS security architecture. The quantitative model of attacks on DAS based on CVSS and ATs is described in Section 3. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
DASs have the characteristics of a large number of terminals, high complexity architecture, poor flexibility, and require strict protection against both network attacks and physical attacks [14] . A DAS security architecture was developed on the basis of the functional characteristics and security protection requirements of DASs. It is shown in Figure 1 . (1) The production control region directly manages the distribution automation system's main station and controls the automatic power distribution scheduling of the entire distribution network. It is at the core of the DAS's distribution scheduling and production services. It includes the main station's server, the main station's monitoring computing station, the main station's transport unit controller, and other equipment, which are vulnerable to phishing, distributed denial-of-service attacks, and physical attacks [15] .
(2) The communication mode of the application part of the management information region is based mainly on public network communication. It is connected to the production control region by an isolation device to realize a large amount of data storage and thus is very sensitive to Web data security. (1) The production control region directly manages the distribution automation system's main station and controls the automatic power distribution scheduling of the entire distribution network. It is at the core of the DAS's distribution scheduling and production services. It includes the main station's server, the main station's monitoring computing station, the main station's transport unit controller, and other equipment, which are vulnerable to phishing, distributed denial-of-service attacks, and physical attacks [15] .
(2) The communication mode of the application part of the management information region is based mainly on public network communication. It is connected to the production control region by an isolation device to realize a large amount of data storage and thus is very sensitive to Web data security.
(3) The secure access zone includes wireless network, some acquisition servers, and the front-end device that transmits commands and collects terminal data so that the DAS can realize intelligent power distribution and optimized operation. As the link between the core of the distribution network and the terminal information exchange, this zone faces many security risks. An attacker can use the terminal as a springboard to invade or attack through the wireless network. (4) At the furthermost edge of the DAS is the power distribution terminal. It can communicate with the main station through an optical fiber. Although this part of the equipment is a great distance away from the core equipment for power distribution, it is the smallest unit and supplies power to the distribution automation system. It is the point of the system that is most vulnerable to attacks.
DAS Attack Quantification Algorithm
In order to face the different security attacks that can occur in the DAS security architecture, an attack probability quantification model based on an AT for the DAS framework is proposed. Each leaf node of the AT represents an attack on a certain component of the DAS security architecture. The maximum probability of each attack path in ATs will be calculated on the basis of the CVSS in terms of three measurement factors-base, time, and environment.
DAS AT Model
The AT was first proposed by Schneier [16] . In the structure of an AT, the root node represents the target of the attack [17] . The characteristics of system security are described on the basis of the AT. These descriptions redefine the data on attacks by identifying whether the DAS security or survival criteria are satisfied, and the data are regarded as the root nodes of the tree. In Figure 2 , a node represents the means of implementing an attack, and the relationship among the nodes may be the logical OR, that is, the attack target can be reached when one of the two nodes E1 and E2 satisfies the attack conditions; AND, that is, the attack target can be reached when nodes E1 and E2 satisfy the attack conditions simultaneously; or Order AND, that is, when the attack target is reached after nodes E1 and E2 satisfy the attack conditions [18] . The AT has the advantages of simple structure, easy to understand presentation method, and easy to focus the analysis process on measurable targets. It can be combined with the obvious features of DAS in terms of architecture and simplify the DASs of system security features.
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DAS Attack Quantification Algorithm
DAS AT Model
The AT was first proposed by Schneier [16] . In the structure of an AT, the root node represents the target of the attack [17] . The characteristics of system security are described on the basis of the AT. These descriptions redefine the data on attacks by identifying whether the DAS security or survival criteria are satisfied, and the data are regarded as the root nodes of the tree. In Figure 2 , a node represents the means of implementing an attack, and the relationship among the nodes may be the logical OR, that is, the attack target can be reached when one of the two nodes E1 and E2 satisfies the attack conditions; AND, that is, the attack target can be reached when nodes E1 and E2 satisfy the attack conditions simultaneously; or Order AND, that is, when the attack target is reached after nodes E1 and E2 satisfy the attack conditions [18] . The AT has the advantages of simple structure, easy to understand presentation method, and easy to focus the analysis process on measurable targets. It can be combined with the obvious features of DAS in terms of architecture and simplify the DASs of system security features. The DAS AT model must consider the environment and the DAS security architecture. Figure 3 shows the main stages of the DAS AT model. The nodes of all leaves will first be quantified when the ATs are established. Then, the probability of a successful attack in all paths of the system will be calculated by modeling the DAS AT. The attack path sequence is obtained through calculation, and the path with the maximum attack probability is the optimal attack path.
The use of software vulnerabilities is a well-known way to attack a network. Our attack probability quantification algorithm is based on the CVSS. The attack probability value of the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) vulnerabilities at each node of the DAS is calculated using the CVSS method. Furthermore, combined with the method of attacking the tree, each path the attack probability of the DAS is calculated to evaluate the probability of each attack. The DAS AT model must consider the environment and the DAS security architecture. Figure 3 shows the main stages of the DAS AT model. The nodes of all leaves will first be quantified when the ATs are established. Then, the probability of a successful attack in all paths of the system will be calculated by modeling the DAS AT. The attack path sequence is obtained through calculation, and the path with the maximum attack probability is the optimal attack path.
The use of software vulnerabilities is a well-known way to attack a network. Our attack probability quantification algorithm is based on the CVSS. The attack probability value of the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) vulnerabilities at each node of the DAS is calculated using the CVSS method. Furthermore, combined with the method of attacking the tree, each path the attack probability of the DAS is calculated to evaluate the probability of each attack. 
CVSS
The CVSS is a standard for calculating the risk level of each CVE vulnerability. It was developed by the National Infrastructure American Council and is maintained by the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams [19] . Manufacturers can adopt this system for free. On the basis of the CVSS, we can score a system's weaknesses and determine which weaknesses have priority for repair. The CVSS provides an open framework for evaluating the characteristics and impact of system vulnerabilities for information security industry-related practitioners. The CVSS quantifies CVE vulnerabilities using scores (0-10) of severity, and strict attack indexes can be formulated, including attack vector, attack complexity, authentication, availability, integrity, and confidentiality indexes [20] .
As shown in Figure 4 , the CVSS consists of three basic score indicators, namely the base score, the temporal score, and the environmental score. The base score includes exploitability metrics and impact metrics, which have their own calculation formulas. The temporal and environmental scores can be expanded. Moreover, a vector string and a CVSS score, which represent the calculation process and the result, respectively, are generated.
The CVSS is supported by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) of the United States. All CVE vulnerabilities in the NVD contain the basic value of the CVSS [21] . The quantification of the DAS attack probability is closely related to the evaluation indexes of vulnerabilities for all parts of a DAS and plays an important auxiliary role in the quantification of an attack process in the DAS. Thus, the probability of attack that the DAS faces is quantified on the basis of the CVSS. Table 1 lists the relevant variables for calculating the CVSS base score [22] . In accordance with these variables, the base score represents the inherent characteristics of the vulnerability itself and the possible impact of these characteristics. The scoring situation can determine the attack probability that the vulnerability represents. 
The CVSS is supported by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) of the United States. All CVE vulnerabilities in the NVD contain the basic value of the CVSS [21] . The quantification of the DAS attack probability is closely related to the evaluation indexes of vulnerabilities for all parts of a DAS and plays an important auxiliary role in the quantification of an attack process in the DAS. Thus, the probability of attack that the DAS faces is quantified on the basis of the CVSS. 
The CVSS is supported by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) of the United States. All CVE vulnerabilities in the NVD contain the basic value of the CVSS [21] . The quantification of the DAS attack probability is closely related to the evaluation indexes of vulnerabilities for all parts of a DAS and plays an important auxiliary role in the quantification of an attack process in the DAS. Thus, the probability of attack that the DAS faces is quantified on the basis of the CVSS. Table 1 lists the relevant variables for calculating the CVSS base score [22] . In accordance with these variables, the base score represents the inherent characteristics of the vulnerability itself and the possible impact of these characteristics. The scoring situation can determine the attack probability that the vulnerability represents. Table 1 lists the relevant variables for calculating the CVSS base score [22] . In accordance with these variables, the base score represents the inherent characteristics of the vulnerability itself and the possible impact of these characteristics. The scoring situation can determine the attack probability that the vulnerability represents. For example, the scoring rubric for Attack Vector (AV) is divided into four possible metric methods. Figure 5 shows the division of measurement methods [22] . The score increases in the direction of the arrow in the figure. For example, the metrics of Network (N) and Adjacent (A) are the vulnerable components via the network stack, and the metrics of Local (L) and Physical (P) require physical access to the target. Network (N) can be exploited from across a routed network, which makes it easier to implement network attacks, so the measurement value is higher. However, the metric of Adjacent (A) is only exploitable across a limited logical or physical network distance. 
Relevant Metrics Possible Metric Values Quantified Scores
Attack For example, the scoring rubric for Attack Vector (AV) is divided into four possible metric methods. Figure 5 shows the division of measurement methods [22] . The score increases in the direction of the arrow in the figure. For example, the metrics of Network (N) and Adjacent (A) are the vulnerable components via the network stack, and the metrics of Local (L) and Physical (P) require physical access to the target. Network (N) can be exploited from across a routed network, which makes it easier to implement network attacks, so the measurement value is higher. However, the metric of Adjacent (A) is only exploitable across a limited logical or physical network distance. 
Local (L)
Attack is committed through a local application vulnerability, or the attacker is able to log in locally Pyhsical(P)
Attacker requires physical access to the vulnerable component
Yes
No
The score increases in the direction of the arrow Figure 5 . The scoring rubric for the Attack Vector metric.
Attack Probability Quantification Algorithm Based on the AT
To quantify the attack probability of the entire DAS, we must first determine the attack probability of each key module (leaf node) in the DAS. Second, all of the potential attack paths in the AT need to be traversed to count the probability of each path and determine the most probable attack path. On the basis of the CVSS characteristics, the vulnerability attack probability of a leaf node is defined as 
To quantify the attack probability of the entire DAS, we must first determine the attack probability of each key module (leaf node) in the DAS. Second, all of the potential attack paths in the AT need to be traversed to count the probability of each path and determine the most probable attack path. On the basis of the CVSS characteristics, the vulnerability attack probability P attack of a leaf node is defined as The ISC, which is determined by the confidentiality, integrity, and availability indexes, is calculated using Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Calculate the value of impact sub score (ISC).
Input: ImpactConf ; ImpactInteg; ImpactAvail Output: ISC (1) procedure:
The relationships between ESS and Attack Vector (AV), ESS and Attack Complexity (AC), ESS and Privileges Required (PR), and ESS and user interaction (UI) are expressed as
After calculating the attack probability of a single node, the formula for calculating the probability of a successful attack at the parent node is based on two nodes, namely the AND and OR nodes.
(1) For the AND or Order AND node, the attack probability of the current parent node G is the product of the attack probability at the child nodes.
(2) For the OR node, the attack probability of the parent node G is the maximum attack probability of the child nodes. P attack (G) = max P(G1), P(G2), . . . , P(Gn) A traversal from a leaf node to a root node represents a possible attack path within the DAS. Based on the calculation of the attack probability at the AND and OR nodes, the target node that attacks a certain attack path S j = {G i | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} is set as G, and the probability of a successful attack is
When P attack S j is high, both the probability of a successful attack and the risk factor of the system will also be high. Thus, a defense can be firmly mounted. The maximum attack probability of the entire system can be expressed as
Experimental Evaluation
To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the attack probability quantification algorithm, an attacker model was established through the quantification algorithm, and an experimental environment was built. The comparison was performed using a quantification algorithm from the literature.
Construction of the Experimental Environment
An attacker's abilities, state, and DAS-related information should be determined before quantitative modeling. These data are used as a bridge between the attacker behavior and a system attack probability analysis. An attacker can launch an attack from anywhere inside or outside the system. On the basis of an attacker's worst possible attack behavior [23,24], we adopt the following assumptions: (1) attackers are knowledgeable about the DAS and have up-to-date DAS vulnerability information, (2) attackers can deliberately and effectively attack using social engineering, (3) the minimum expected attack income gains are obtained before an attacker attacks, and (4) effective attacks frequently have a few atomic attack steps.
In this group of experiments, the AT is built to destroy the safe operation of the DAS. The DAS AT and attack paths were established as shown in Figure 6 on the basis of attackers' behavior and all the vulnerability and possible attacks of various components of the actual system in Section 2. Each leaf node of the AT represents an attack on a certain component of the DAS security architecture. After the leaf node attack probability has been calculated, the leaf node that is set back from a leaf node traversal to the root node generates a complete attack path. A root node indicates that the attack has reached G. On the basis of the different types of attacks, intrusions into the DAS can be divided into G1 (a network attack through the distribution terminals and the information management region) and G2 (an attack through the physical equipment in the production control region). The system is captured and loss is caused when any attack on G1 and G2 occurs. Table 2 presents the definitions for all nodes in the DAS AT shown in Figure 5 together with the DAS security architecture. For example, in the attack path E5 > H3 > H1 > G1, H3 denotes an attack after acquiring a puppet machine and is an OR node, which requires one of the leaf nodes to be attacked (e.g., E2, E3, E4, or E5). After a remote network attack, E5 implants a virus-controlled puppet (H3), thereby making it reach G1 through an Internet attack (H1) and invade G to achieve a complete attack. Path E6 > H2 > G1 > G indicates that leaf node E6 reaches G1 through H2 (an internal local area network (LAN)) to crack the internal wireless network password and obtain traffic information, thus breaking into the DAS to achieve intrusion. Nodes Definitions G Damaging/intruding into the DAS, endangering security G1
Reaching G through a network attack G2
Reaching G through an attack on physical equipment H1 Reaching G1 through an Internet attack H2 Reaching G1 through internal and related business network attacks H3 Attack after acquiring a puppet machine H4 Acquiring sensitive information from the internal database E1 Implanting a Trojan horse into the control server E2
Obtaining server data through phishing mail/web pages E3
Intruding through a distributed denial-of-service attack E4
Obtaining data by invading a web service of the DAS on the Internet E5 Intruding through remote network vulnerabilities E6
Cracking an internal wireless network password to obtain traffic information E7 Scanning internal network port, service, and other asset information E8
Acquiring root access to the database E9 Attempting remote code execution through SMB vulnerabilities E10
Entering into the distribution automation system through social engineering E11
Breaking the BIOS through a u-disk to bypass a password requirement
Analysis of the Experimental Results
The CVE vulnerability numbers were established on the basis of the attack characteristics of each leaf node { | = 1,2,•••, } and a DAS enterprise vulnerability evaluation in order to reflect the generality of the system components in the experiment involving a DAS while avoiding an attackoriented experiment involving a hacker. System component vulnerabilities are not fully exploitable vulnerabilities in current DASs but rather represent vulnerabilities with different vendor components of the same type. For example, we choose the vulnerability number CVE-2018-0247 that is same type of vulnerability of Cisco Wireless LAN Controller for E6. The vulnerability attack probability of each Table 2 . Definitions for all nodes in the DAS AT.
Nodes Definitions
G Damaging/intruding into the DAS, endangering security G1
Analysis of the Experimental Results
The CVE vulnerability numbers were established on the basis of the attack characteristics of each leaf node {E i | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} and a DAS enterprise vulnerability evaluation in order to reflect the generality of the system components in the experiment involving a DAS while avoiding an attack-oriented experiment involving a hacker. System component vulnerabilities are not fully exploitable vulnerabilities in current DASs but rather represent vulnerabilities with different vendor components of the same type. For example, we choose the vulnerability number CVE-2018-0247 that is same type of vulnerability of Cisco Wireless LAN Controller for E6. The vulnerability attack probability of each leaf node was calculated by combining Equations (2) and (3) with Algorithms 1 and 2. Table 3 summarizes the DAS components and the vector string and P attack results.
For example, E1 denotes the embedding of a Trojan horse into the control server. This activity occurs in the distribution encryption authentication device. The corresponding vulnerability number is CVE-2017-5873, and its vector string is AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H. AV is local (0.55), AC is low (0.77), PR is high (0.27), UI is unnecessary (0.85), the scope of influence (S) is unchanged, confidentiality (C) is high (0.56), integrity (I) is high (0.56), and availability (A) is high (0.56). Based on Algorithm 2, in the case of ScopeUnchanged, ISCtmp is correlated with AC, AV, and PR; that is, 1 − (1 − 0.55) × (1 − 0.77) × (1 − 0.27) = 0.924445, and the ISC is 6.42 × ISCtmp = 5.9. Based on Equation (3), the ESS is 8.22 × AV × AC × PR × UI = 0.8. Furthermore, in combination with Algorithm 1, the Base Score is 6.7. Based on Equation (2), P attack is 0.67. Table 3 shows that the probability of a successful attack on the distributed encryption authentication device at this node using its vulnerability number (CVE-2017-1287) is more than 60%.
As shown in Table 4 , the AT contains seven attack paths, namely S1 = (E1, E2), S2 = (E1, E3), S3 = (E1, E4), S4 = (E1, E5), S5 = (E6), S6 = (E7, E8, E9), and S7 = (E10, E11). Table 3 . Results on the attack probability of the DAS nodes. On the basis of the leaf node attack probability (Table 3) , the probability on each attack path can be calculated by combining Equations (4)- (7) . Each serial number represents an attack path sequence. Table 4 displays the results of the calculation of the attack path sequence probabilities. S6 represents E7, E8, and E9. In Figure 2 , the node is Order AND. Based on Equation (4), P attack (H4) is the product of E7, E8, and E9; that is, 0.98 × 0.62 × 0.53 = 0.322. Based on Equation (6), the maximum probability of P attack (G) is the attack probability of S4; that is, 0.5896. These results show that the maximum probability of a successful attack on the existing DAS is greater than 50%. The Bayes method [11] was compared with the proposed attack probability quantification method to verify the latter's accuracy. The Bayes method aims to quantitatively evaluate the vulnerability of computer networks using a Bayes attribute attack graph and the CVSS. Figure 7 shows the results of the comparison. The two methods for evaluating attack sequence probability exhibit different performance with respect to highlighting risky paths. Figure 7 shows that the proposed AT model obtains a higher attack probability than the Bayes method when evaluating paths S2 and S4. In an actual DAS architecture displayed in Figure 1 , the attack probability on paths S2 and S4 is the highest, which represents E1 Distributed encryption, E3 Front-end device, and E5 Distributed terminal in DASs. The probability result of the attack sequences obtained by the two methods are slightly different, and both S2 and S4 are the attack paths with the highest risk probability, which also verifies the reliability and validity of the proposed method. On the other hand, the proposed AT model probability is higher than the Bayes method probability 4.02%-6.11% in conditions S2 and S4. From Figure 7 , the proposed method probability of attack is higher than the Bayes method, and the experimental result is conducive to security practitioner to pay more attention to the protection of dangerous parts of DASs.
The Bayes method [11] was compared with the proposed attack probability quantification method to verify the latter's accuracy. The Bayes method aims to quantitatively evaluate the vulnerability of computer networks using a Bayes attribute attack graph and the CVSS. Figure 7 shows the results of the comparison. The two methods for evaluating attack sequence probability exhibit different performance with respect to highlighting risky paths. Figure 7 shows that the proposed AT model obtains a higher attack probability than the Bayes method when evaluating paths S2 and S4. In an actual DAS architecture displayed in Figure 1 , the attack probability on paths S2 and S4 is the highest, which represents E1 Distributed encryption, E3 Front-end device, and E5 Distributed terminal in DASs. The probability result of the attack sequences obtained by the two methods are slightly different, and both S2 and S4 are the attack paths with the highest risk probability, which also verifies the reliability and validity of the proposed method. On the other hand, the proposed AT model probability is higher than the Bayes method probability 4.02%-6.11% in conditions S2 and S4. From Figure 7 , the proposed method probability of attack is higher than the Bayes method, and the experimental result is conducive to security practitioner to pay more attention to the protection of dangerous parts of DASs. Due to the adoption of AT to construct DAS security architecture and attack paths, the advantage of this method is that it has more accurate probability calculation ability for network attacks and also more suitable for DASs with complex hierarchical network structure. The DAS attack quantification model is established by forming a set of complete attack processes and paths based on attacker behavior, which can help DAS security practitioners to find the system components that should be defended and help penetration testers to deploy targeted and focused attacks.
Compared with the Bayes method, the AT has the advantages of simple structure, and it is easy to focus the analysis process on measurable targets. It can be combined with the obvious features of DAS in terms of architecture and simplify the DASs of system security features. The logical "OR" and the logical "AND" characteristics of AT are very beneficial to construct such a complex DAS. At the same time, combining the characteristics of AT and DASs based on attacker behavior generated all the attack paths. Taken together, the proposed method is more effective than the Bayes method.
This finding reflects that an attack will succeed if the attackers have an abundance of information on the system. When combined with the actual security situation of the DAS, the experimental result Due to the adoption of AT to construct DAS security architecture and attack paths, the advantage of this method is that it has more accurate probability calculation ability for network attacks and also more suitable for DASs with complex hierarchical network structure. The DAS attack quantification model is established by forming a set of complete attack processes and paths based on attacker behavior, which can help DAS security practitioners to find the system components that should be defended and help penetration testers to deploy targeted and focused attacks.
This finding reflects that an attack will succeed if the attackers have an abundance of information on the system. When combined with the actual security situation of the DAS, the experimental result predicts the danger of these paths and helps us to determine the components that must be defended considering that these components provide the DAS with effective defense solutions. Therefore, the proposed method is more effective than the Bayes method. Figure 8 shows the proportions of all attack paths for the DAS. The DAS attack risks of each attack path in the system are emphasized, and the most dangerous part of the system is identified. Table 4 and Figure 8 show that the most profitable attack sequences for attackers are S2 and S4 in this experiment, and the corresponding attack methods are distributed denial-of-service attacks and website intrusions. Therefore, the DAS security practitioners should spend more time focusing on defending against these associated attacks and system vulnerabilities. For example, defense measures for the network traffic at the web end and the main station's server could be applied.
considering that these components provide the DAS with effective defense solutions. Therefore, the proposed method is more effective than the Bayes method. Figure 8 shows the proportions of all attack paths for the DAS. The DAS attack risks of each attack path in the system are emphasized, and the most dangerous part of the system is identified. Table 4 and Figure 8 show that the most profitable attack sequences for attackers are S2 and S4 in this experiment, and the corresponding attack methods are distributed denial-of-service attacks and website intrusions. Therefore, the DAS security practitioners should spend more time focusing on defending against these associated attacks and system vulnerabilities. For example, defense measures for the network traffic at the web end and the main station's server could be applied. Figure 8 . Proportions of the attack path probability for the DAS cases.
The evaluation methods [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] are based on a vulnerability analysis of traditional computer nodes and cannot quantify the attack probability of DASs. The proposed attack probability quantification algorithm and attack path calculation method can describe the vulnerability of the target system component of the DAS. To improve the accuracy of the quantification based on Algorithms 1 and 2, a set of complete attack processes and paths was constructed. The attack path with the maximum probability (Table 4 ) was determined to help security personnel find the attack path and DAS components with the most defense.
Conclusions
DASs are important to national infrastructures, which have experienced increasingly serious threats to information security. The safe and reliable operation of a DAS is directly related to the national economy and people's livelihood. In this study, a quantitative and systematic evaluation of DAS attacks was performed by analyzing the literature on attack quantification and the characteristics of the DAS environment. A modeling method for quantifying DAS attacks based on the CVSS and an AT was presented, and its feasibility was verified through experiments.
To our best knowledge, this work is the first to quantify attack value by ATs in DASs. The AT model is very suitable for DASs hierarchical features in architecture. The experimental results show that the proposed model can reduce the influence of subjective factors on attack quantification, improve the probability of predicting attacks on the DASs, generate attack paths, better characterize attack characteristics, and determine the attack path and quantification probability. The quantitative results of the model's evaluation can find the most vulnerable component of a DAS and provide an important reference for developing targeted defensive measures in DASs. The evaluation methods [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] are based on a vulnerability analysis of traditional computer nodes and cannot quantify the attack probability of DASs. The proposed attack probability quantification algorithm and attack path calculation method can describe the vulnerability of the target system component of the DAS. To improve the accuracy of the quantification based on Algorithms 1 and 2, a set of complete attack processes and paths was constructed. The attack path with the maximum probability (Table 4 ) was determined to help security personnel find the attack path and DAS components with the most defense.
To our best knowledge, this work is the first to quantify attack value by ATs in DASs. The AT model is very suitable for DASs hierarchical features in architecture. The experimental results show that the proposed model can reduce the influence of subjective factors on attack quantification, improve the probability of predicting attacks on the DASs, generate attack paths, better characterize attack characteristics, and determine the attack path and quantification probability. The quantitative results of the model's evaluation can find the most vulnerable component of a DAS and provide an important reference for developing targeted defensive measures in DASs. 
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